Objective
This study was performed to demonstrate the outcome of using the Trilliant Two Step Hammertoe implant (a cannulated titanium implant) for fusions of the interphalangeal joints (IPJs) of the lesser toes and benefits over other methods of fixation (Figure 1).

Surgical Technique
The IPJ fusion site is prepared by surgeon preference. This can be done either with a saw to create flat end to end cuts or using the conical reamers (Trilliant Surgical HTR® Hammer Toe Reamers) included in the implant set (Figure 2).

Materials and Methods
A retrospective chart and x-ray review was performed for patients who underwent fusion of the interphalangeal joint (IPJ) of the lesser toes using Trilliant Surgical's cannulated titanium implant at a single hospital location between July 2013 and January 2015. A total of 20 patient charts were reviewed. There were a total of 22 surgical encounters performed on 25 feet (two patients returned for contralateral surgery and three patients had bilateral surgery performed).

A Kirschner wire (K-wire) is then inserted through the middle and distal phalanx and out through the distal tuft of the toe until only a small portion of the wire is exposed in the IPJ (Figure 3). The proximal phalanx is then prepared with the drill (Figure 4). The appropriate length implant is then driven into the middle phalanx until flush with the cortex of the bone with one of the spade fins pointed dorsally (Figure 5). The implant is then impacted into the proximal phalanx and the guide wire is advanced to the preferred depth (Figure 6).

Fifty-one toes, in total, underwent surgical intervention with the Two-Step Hammer Toe implant by a single surgeon. Eight toes had both the distal interphalangeal joint (DIPJ) and proximal interphalangeal joint (PIPJ) corrected by a single implant, all other toes only underwent arthrodesis of the PIPJ. The cannulation guide wire was left in place in the patient, exposed, and covered with a Juergen’s pin ball in all 51 toes. Seven toes had the guide wire advanced across the metatarsal phalangeal joint (MPJ) to maintain correction. The test group was made up of 14 females and 6 males. Their ages ranged from 22 years old to 85 years old (Mean 67.2 years, median 71 years). The average follow up length was 76.4 days.
Slight variation of the technique is necessary if both the PIPJ and DIPJ are to be fused with the implant. First the DIPJ must also be prepared per the surgeons preferred technique. Then, when the K-wire is first inserted, it is only driven to the mid portion of the distal phalanx. Placement of the K-wire is checked with c-arm and the length of the implant is checked with the depth gauge. The middle phalanx is then drilled prior to advancing the K-wire out of the distal tuft of the toe. The preparation of the proximal phalanx and the insertion of the implant are then the same as the technique of the isolated PIPJ fusion.

Results
Forty-four toes achieved satisfactory union and deformity correction at final post op follow up visit as demonstrated by plain film radiographs (Figures 7-11). Four toes had asymptomatic non-unions with satisfactory clinical correction. One toe had a non-union with deformity but did not require surgical revision. Two toes required return to the OR for removal of the implant (one for infection and one for displacement of the implant spade).
Conclusion

Hammer toe reconstruction is often achieved through fusion of the IPJ, usually the PIPJ but sometimes the DIPJ or both. Historically, fixation of the fusion site has been through K-wires often left exposed from the distal tip of the toe. The K-wire is then usually removed in the office per surgeon preference anytime between 2 and 6 weeks. Since osseous union usually takes at least 6 weeks to occur, the K-wire is therefore removed prior to union being achieved leaving no fixation of the fusion site. To combat this problem over the last several years, many intermedullary implants have been developed that maintain stability of the fusion site past 2 to 6 weeks post op. However, studies of these new implants have demonstrated some limitations: inability to correct and stabilize both the PIPJ and DIPJ (or the need for multiple implants to achieve this), inability to maintain temporary correction of either the MPJ or DIPJ while soft tissue is initially healing, displacement of the implant spade components due to the small surgical field, breakage of the implants, lack of implant sizing options to handle varying anatomy, and the need for complex surgical intervention if removal is necessary.
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